


Introduction 



uCertify CREATE is a state of the art course development platform 
to develop full-fledged, highly interactive and hands-on courses. 
Course developers have the ability to either start from the ground 
up or start with a textbook and deliver an interactive and hands on 
course that comes complete with  interactive lessons, videos, 
knowledge checks, hands-on labs, test prep, glossaries, flashcards, 
and assessments. 



Flexibility 



Start from the ground up or start with a textbook to deliver an 
interactive course 

Flexible import of epubs, docs, and xml 

Use variety of content formats 

Publish courses for both web and smart phone apps using Apple iOS 
(iPhone) and Google Android without any modifications 

uCertify CREATE can be adjusted as per author 

requirements 



Features 



 Embed images (with alt texts), videos, 

pdfs/documents.  

 Add downloadable files 

 Selective content visibility for instructor 

and student 

 Exam Objective Linking 

 Additional resources instant upload 

uCertify CREATE comes with interactive features to meet 

the needs of authors 



 Multiple user coordination  

 Creation of task lists 

 Flow of work 

 Feedback 

 Multi-Level Content Diagnostic 



Customization 



 Can be deployed for multiple 

missions 

 Lessons, Labs, Test Prep, 

Assessments 

 Third party asset integration 

 Student, instructor and 

administrator reports 

 Design tools for instructors 

Authors can easily and efficiently interact with uCertify 

CREATE features 



 Competency based or traditional 

 Online, Onsite or hybrid 

 Self-paced, mentor guided or 

instructor-led 



Usability 



 Authors can effortlessly create 

 Interactive lessons, hands-on labs, test prep, glossaries, 

flashcards, & assessments 

 Course with 50+ Interactive Item Types 

 Publish course on Web App, Smartphone App, iOS, and 

Android 

 Incorporated full-fledged Editor 

Authors can easily and efficiently interact with uCertify 

CREATE features 



Thank You! 
We are a team of engineers & educators who are passionate about 

learning. 

uCertify may be new to you but we would like to change that by introducing 

ourselves to you and by learning about you. Please drop us a line at 

info@ucertify.com 


